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A conceptual design was performed for a 6-U cubesat for a technology demonstration to 
be launched on the NASA Space Launch System (SLS) test launch EM-1, to be launched into 
a free-return translunar trajectory.  The mission purpose was to demonstrate use of electric 
propulsion systems on a small satellite platform.  The candidate objective chosen was a 
mission to visit a Near-Earth asteroid.  Both asteroid fly-by and asteroid rendezvous 
missions were analyzed.  Propulsion systems analyzed included cold-gas thruster systems,  
Hall and ion thrusters, incorporating either Xenon or Iodine propellant, and an electrospray 
thruster.  The mission takes advantage of the ability of the SLS launch to place it into an 
initial trajectory of C3=0. 
Nomenclature 
C3 = Hyperbolic excess, km2/s2 
EM-1 = Initial Exploration Mission, the first launch of the SLS vehicle 
g = Earth’s gravitational constant, 9.82 m/s2 
Isp =  Specific impulse, seconds 
SLS = The Space Launch System launch vehicle 
Tb = Duration of thrust (burn time), seconds 
U = Cubesat unit.  One unit is 10 cm by 10 cm by 10 cm 
Ve = Exhaust velocity, m/s 
α  =  Specific power of the electric power system, watts of exhaust energy per unit mass, W/kg 
∆V  = Velocity change, km/s 
ηt  = Energy efficiency of the thruster system, equal to kinetic energy of exhaust divided by energy input to 
the thruster 
I. Introduction 
UBESATS represent a class of small satellites that are designed to fit within a very low mass budget and tightly 
constrained volume1.  To date, cubesat missions have only been operated in Earth orbit, typically as "ride 
along" secondary payloads on other missions, but there is considerable interest in expanding the applicability of 
cubesat type spacecraft into lightweight, low cost missions beyond Low Earth Orbit. 
A conceptual design was performed for a 6-U cubesat for a technology demonstration to be launched on the 
NASA Space Launch System (SLS) test launch EM-1, to be launched into a free-return translunar trajectory.  The 
mission purpose was to demonstrate use of electric propulsion systems on a small satellite platform.  The candidate 
objective chosen was a mission to visit a Near-Earth asteroid. Both asteroid fly-by and asteroid rendezvous missions 
were analyzed. 
Propulsion systems analyzed included cold-gas thruster systems, Hall and ion thrusters, incorporating either 
Xenon or Iodine propellant, and an electrospray thruster.  The mission takes advantage of the ability of the SLS 
launch to place it into an initial trajectory of C3=0.   
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II. Background 
The NASA Space Launch System (SLS) is a next-generation heavy-lift booster, intended to be the launch 
vehicle for future exploration missions2.  The first launch of SLS is EM-1, “Initial Exploration Mission,” a 
demonstration mission launched without crew into a free-return translunar trajectory.  The launch is currently 
scheduled for December 20173.  The primary purpose of this launch is to demonstrate the booster and integrated 
spacecraft systems performance prior to a crew-carrying 
flight, including possibly demonstrating high-speed entry, 
at 11 km/sec, of the crew return capsule from a trans-lunar 
orbit.  However, in addition to the primary missions, the 
vehicle has considerable payload excess capability, and is 
being planned to carry secondary payloads, and is 
projected to carry cubesats for deployment. 
The Collaborative Modeling for Parametric 
Assessment of Space Systems (“COMPASS”) team at 
NASA Glenn, a multidisciplinary concurrent engineering 
team that performs integrated conceptual design studies 
and trade studies for space missions, was given the task of 
designing a technology demonstration vehicle that could 
fly on the EM-1 mission, cubesat, with the constraints: 
• Launch on EM-1 mission 
• Fits within a cubesat envelope 
• Demonstrate operation beyond low Earth orbit 
• Demonstrate one (or more) technologies 
applicable to future missions. 
In addition, the challenge was given that the mission 
should not merely operate the technologies to be 
demonstrated, but should demonstrate the use of the 
technology in the context of performing an operational 
mission: it is to go somewhere and accomplish a science 
mission. 
The selected mission is to demonstrate the use of 
electric propulsion systems on a cubesat platform, 
performing a fly-by or rendezvous with a near-Earth object 
(NEO).  The mission design was given the name 
“Diminutive Asteroid Visitor using Ion Drive,” or 
“DAVID.”4 
The vehicle is shown in Figure 2. Conceptual design of 
the mission will be presented elsewhere.4,5  This work 
focuses on the propulsion system trade-off, looking at the 
advantages and disadvantages of different propulsion 
systems for the mission. 
A. Asteroid Mission 
The science objective takes advantage of the ability of the SLS to launch the cubesat into an escape orbit.  
Although the majority of asteroids are confined to orbits within the asteroid belt, there exist a number of near-Earth 
objects, including a significant fraction which are Earth crossing asteroids, some of which fly past the Earth with 
closest pass distances of a million kilometers or less.  The concept here is to find such an Earth-flyby object, and use 
the low-thrust propulsion system to move the cubesat to a position near the closest-approach location.  In essence, 
instead of the vehicle flying past the asteroid, we position the vehicle so that the asteroid flies by it. 
Depending on which asteroid is chosen, the velocity of the asteroid relative to the Earth can range from less than
0.5 km/s to over 40 km/s.6  For a good view of the asteroid during the fly-by, we limit our choices to asteroids with 
relative velocity of under 1.5 km/s, with lower velocities preferred.   
The fact that some of these NEOs make close approaches at relative velocities under 5 km/sec allows us to 
consider an even more ambitious goal: a rendezvous mission.  
Figure 1. EM-1 launch configuration for the SLS 
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Figure 2. Design views of 6U electric-propulsion cubesat 
 
B. SLS Launch and Trans-Lunar Trajectory 
The launch of EM-1 (nominal date: December 17, 2017) places the vehicle into Earth orbit, and the upper stage 
does a trans-lunar injection (TLI) burn, which places the vehicle onto a free-return trajectory designed to take it 
around the moon and back to the Earth.  At about 30 min after the TLI burn, the upper stage then separates from the 
crew vehicle and makes a disposal burn of about 15 m/s to put it on a lunar flyby trajectory which will give it a 
gravitational slingshot to Earth escape.3 
There are thus four possible points in the mission at which the DAVID cubesat can be separated from the 
vehicle, resulting in four different possible initial trajectories. 
Separating the cubesat after the EM-1 achieves its initial Earth orbit but prior to the TLI burn places the cubesat 
into Earth orbit.  Ejecting into this starting orbit does not take advantage of the SLS’s translunar trajectory, and 
would require onboard propulsion onboard to achieve escape.  This option was beyond the capability of the mission, 
and not considered.  
Keeping the cubesat with the upper stage would put it into an escape trajectory, with a hyperbolic excess C3 of
~1.5 km2/s2.  Since the cubesat is a secondary payload on the mission, the direction of the escape trajectory cannot 
be assumed to be in the optimum direction for an asteroid mission.  The vector is determined by the swing past the 
moon, and will depend on the position of the moon on the date of the launch.  Since the launch date is not under our 
control,  we cannot count on a launch onto any particular escape vector.  The possibilities are that (1) the launch is in 
the “right” direction for our chosen asteroid, contributing part of the ∆V required to reach the asteroid; (2) the 
launch is in the “wrong” direction, increasing the ∆V required to reach the asteroid; (3) the launch is in an irrelevant 
direction for our chosen asteroid (i.e., neither increasing nor decreasing the propulsion requirement.)  Since we do 
not know this in advance (and it may change with a small slip in launch date), we set this option aside to be 
reconsidered if future information becomes available.  
However, a small trajectory correction on the outbound leg will allow us to modify the lunar swingby to put us in 
a lunar fly-by trajectory with C3 of 0.  The baseline analysis here assumes the mission is ejected from the upper 
stage with such a correction maneuver following ejection, so that the cubesat is in an initial trajectory which has 
escaped from Earth, but with zero (or negligible) velocity relative to Earth.
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Alternative options are to separate the cubesat on the free-return trajectory, either during the outbound coast, or 
the inbound coast.  On the outbound leg, the on-board EP system again adjusts the lunar fly-by trajectory to bring
the excess velocity C3 to 0.  If the vehicle continues on the free-return trajectory, it could make a propulsive 
maneuver on the inbound leg of the trajectory to avoid hitting the Earth.  Since the return trajectory is intended to 
have atmospheric entry at nearly escape velocity, only a small propulsive maneuver is required to reach a C3 of 0.  
These options achieves essentially the same result as the previous separation, which is to put the cubesat at a C3 of 
zero (i.e., co-orbital with the Earth).
C. Choice of Target 
A total of 12874 close approaches by asteroids were analyzed, with the list narrowed down to objects making 
nearest approach no earlier than 2019 (at least 1 year after the launch date), but no later than 2020*. Several 
candidate objects were selected. Of these candidates, the object 2001 GP2 was chosen as a target. This object makes 
a close approach to the moon at 3.2  times lunar distance (1.2 million kilometers) in October 2020, with a relatively 
slow velocity relative to Earth of 2.35 km/s.  The size, type and composition of this asteroid is not known, however, 
from its visual magnitude of  26.3, if we assume a typical asteroid albedo of 0.15, we can estimate that it is an 18-
meter diameter asteroid. 
Targeting asteroids that fly close to Earth minimizes the propulsion required for fly-by or rendezvous, but does 
not eliminate it. The ∆V required is still significant. Calculations using a low-thrust trajectory code7,8 show that from 
a C3 of zero, it requires a total ∆V of approximately 400 m/s to accomplish the fly-by of 2001 GP2 (2020 flyby). 
A larger ∆V, ~2000 m/s, is required to achieve a rendezvous. Once rendezvous is achieved, the spacecraft is co-
orbital with the target.  The gravity of 2001 GP is small enough that the spacecraft flies in formation with it, rather 
than orbiting the body.  The rendezvous requires a flight time of about 1000 days, of which about half, 500 days, is 
spent thrusting. 
2001 GP2 was just chosen as an example. In the event of a change in schedule, many other asteroid fly-bys 
opportunities exist, although not all have such low relative velocity to Earth.  
In the event that the ∆V from the SLS injection is in (or near) the desired trajectory direction, as discussed in the 
previous section, it can reduce the ∆V required for asteroid flyby and rendezvous.  This was not assumed in the 
analysis.  In the best case, if a spacecraft is designed for the rendezvous mission, a favorable ∆V from the SLS 
launch can allow a fly-by mission plan to be changed to a rendezvous. 
 
III. Mission 
A. Conops 
The strawman Concept for Operations (conops) for the asteroid rendezvous mission is as follows: 
1. Install DAVID powered down on dispenser 
2.  Launch 
3.  Deploy from upper stage after MPCV separation 
•  Spring switch to ‘turn-on’ spacecraft 
•  Assume sufficient separation from upper stage 
• Assume that the stage avoids the (potential) “cloud” of other cubesats sharing the ride
4.  De-tumble by spinning up wheels, acquires sun pointing and attitude, deploys solar arrays(~10 
minutes) 
5.  Communicates with ground to acquire location 
6.  Early demonstration opportunity: perform imaging inspection of spent Cryo Propulsion Stage (practice 
asteroid imaging) 
7.  Checkout/Initial Orbit Determination 
8. Trajectory correction burn, if needed, to place vehicle on initial trajectory at C3=0 
 
 
 
 
* If the criteria are slightly relaxed, object 2013 PA7 makes a close approach at a somewhat farther distance, 35 
times lunar distance (14 million km), at an extremely show relative velocity of 0.5 km/s.  However, this approach in 
November 21, 2018 is slightly outside our desired window of one year after the EM-1 launch. 
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9.  Begins thrusting  
•  Stop thrust to coast every 1 week (deep space) to acquire new thrust pointing from ground tracking 
•  12 hrs duration coast 
•  Low thrust to asteroid rendezvous (~ 1000 days) 
•  Perform ‘drift’ science (space weather) and Tech demos during thrust mission 
10.  Final approach 
• Ground based radars locate position of asteroid to direct DAVID to asteroid 
•  DAVID camera will be used to acquire asteroid position relative to spacecraft for final approach 
•  Co-orbit 
11.  Science 3 months: imaging 3 Megapixel images, asteroid gravity science, ~300 bps data return 
•  Max 3 year mission 
12.  Decommission 
IV: Propulsion 
The largest cubesat which can fit into a standard deployer is a 6-unit (“6-U”) cubesat, which has dimensions of 
10 cm by 20 cm x 30 cm in its undeployed state.  The allowable mass is ~2 kg per unit, allowing a maximum mass 
for the cubesat of 12 kg.  This puts severe constraints on the amount of propellant that can be carried, and hence ∆V 
that can be achieved, and on the area of solar arrays that can be deployed, and hence on the power available.  Since 
the impulse per unit energy is inversely proportional to specific impulse, high specific impulse systems require large 
power systems.  Hence, there is an optimum specific impulse for the mission, where higher specific impulse than 
optimum means that the power system dominates the mass, while lower specific impulse than optimum means that 
the propellant dominates the mass.  For an ideal system in which the efficiency is independent of the specific 
impulse, the optimum specific impulse (or, equivalently, exhaust velocity) is:9,10 
      
where α is the specific power of the electric power system, including power processing and the thermal systems, as 
well as all parts of the propulsion system that have mass proportional to the power; ηt is the energy efficiency of the 
thruster; and Tb is the duration of the thrust.  At this exhaust velocity, the mass of the power system is equal to the 
propellant mass.  Although this rule of thumb is only of approximate usefulness, since the burn time is a function of 
thrust, which itself depends on power and specific impulse, and hence does not substitute for numerical 
optimization, it is a useful rule for quick estimates of which types of propulsion system might be most suitable for a 
mission. 
A number of choices for propulsion system were considered.  In order to achieve sufficient ∆V in the small 
constraints of a cubesat, specific impulse is at a premium.  A summary of the types of propulsion systems available 
for cubesats can be found in Mueller, Hofer and Ziemer 2010,11 while a summary of design techniques for electric 
propulsion mission optimization can be found in Dankanich 2010.7 
The propulsion choice interacts strongly with the vehicle design.  Higher specific impulse systems require higher 
power.  Control of tip-off, removing the initial rotational velocity from the deployment, can be a significant 
challenge.  Depending on whether the thrust can be vectored, control of torque due to solar pressure on the arrays 
and due to thrust offset from the centerline may be a difficulty. 
Cubesat propulsion systems are inherently less efficient that their larger satellite counterparts due to their small 
size.  About 30% propulsion efficiency for 10-100 Watt devices seem the best available, although work is ongoing 
on higher efficiency thrusters.  This puts significant constraints on the power system. 
In addition to mass, propellant volume constraints turned out to be critical: the 6-U platform is severely limited 
in its ability to carry large tanks of propellant, and hence higher density propellants were required in order to fit 
within the allowable volume. 
Of the propulsion and power concepts analyzed, the final choices were narrowed down and more detailed cases 
run for Hall-effect thrusters (also called “Stationary Plasma Thruster”, or SPT), small RF ion thrusters, and colloid 
electrospray thrusters.  Six combinations of thruster, power system, and attitude control were run with detailed 
design scenarios; these are shown in Table 1.  The Hall thruster has the greatest base of experience in operation in 
space, but the cases analyzed exceeded the initial mass allowance of 12 kg, as did the Xe ion thruster.  A case with 
two 10-W PUC (Propulsion Unit for Cubesats)12 electrospray thrusters also exceeded the mass allowance, but a 
revised case where this was reduced to lower power and a single thruster was run, which met the requirements.  
Two cases were carried on to the final design.  For the flyby mission, with a required ∆V of approximately 400 
m/s, the 10-Watt PUC electrospray thruster12 at a specific impulse of 1500 seconds was baselined (case 3.5 in table 
1), incorporating a propellant-less cathode and a bellows salt tank. 
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Case Power Thruster Prop 
load 
(kg) 
∆V 
(m/s) Thrust Time / Trip Time Tip off control Solar Pressure/Thrust 
Offset 
Initial 
mass 
(kg) 
1 160 W 
Articulated 
Arrays 
BHT-
200 
(run at 
100 W) 
2.1*  ?/~1000d Cold Gas Cold Gas/wheels 
(additional Xe 
needed) 
19.5 
2 30 W 
Articulated 
Arrays 
10-W 
1800 s 
Xe RF 
Ion 
1.5 ~1300  ~450d/1100d Cold Gas Cold gas plus 
CG shift with 
adjustable 
mass 
12.7 
3 42 W 
Articulated 
Arrays 
Two 
1500 s 
10-W 
Colloid 
1.2 ~1250 ~200d/~1200d Reaction 
wheels/thrust 
gimbals 
Thruster 
Gimbals 13.7 
3.5 30 W 
Articulated 
Arrays 
One 
1500 s 
10-W 
Colloid 
1.1 ~1250 ~200d/~1200d Reaction 
wheels/thrust 
gimbals 
Thruster 
Gimbals (solar 
arrays for roll) 
11.5 
4 Non-
tracking, 
30 W 
Effective 
One 
1500 s 
10-W 
Colloid 
1 ~1250 ~200d/~1200d Cold Gas Spin-Stabilized 11.5 
5 ~100 W 
articulated 50-W 2400 s 
Iodine 
RF ion 
1.11 2088 456d/611d 
(rendezvous 
mission) 
Reaction 
wheels Thruster Gimbal 12.0 
 
Table 1: Summary trade-off chart of design studies for six combinations of thruster, power system, and 
attitude control   
 
 
Table 2: Flyby of 2001 GP2 
Thruster Parameters 
 Thruster: Colloid (Electrospray) 
 Power to thruster = 9 W 
 Isp = 800 s 
 Efficiency = 31% 
 Duty Cycle = 90% 
Trajectory Assumptions:  
 Constant 9 W to thruster 
 SLS Launch Date: 12/17/2017 
 4 days, 10 m/s to correct for worst-case SLS injection 
 Mission ∆V = 378 m/s 
Spacecraft Wet Mass = 12 kg 
Total required Propellant Mass = 0.56 kg 
Total Time of Flight = 877 days 
Total Thrusting Time = 272 days 
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Figure 3. Block diagram of the colloid electrospray thruster   
 
Figure 4. Interior layout of the cubesat with the electrospray thruster 
Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the colloid electrospray thruster. 
Due to volume constraints discussed, the high density of the electrospray salt was of great importance to the 
ability to carry sufficient propellant to achieve the required ∆V. The PUC thruster has a technology readiness level 
(TRL) between 4 and 5, due to development activities for the ST7 technology demonstration mission to demonstrate 
technologies for the LISA mission,12 and is planned for demonstration on 2015 LEO and 2016 GEO DARPA flights.  
For the fly-by mission, the parameters are shown in table 2.  In the analysis, margin is added at the system level 
on the SLS Cubesat Bus to carry a total of 30% growth on dry mass per each element.  An additional 11% margin is 
carried on SLS Cubesat Bus (0.8 kg). 
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Both spin-stabilized (2 RPM spin rate) and three-axis stabilized versions of the electrospray propulsion concept 
were analyzed. Both variants came in at about the same mass, 11.5 kg.  While the spin-stabilized version simplified 
the attitude control system, the thruster gimbal plus 3-Axis reaction wheels provides a more benign cubesat for 
secondary launch and more mission flexibility. It also allowed the use of approximately three times smaller solar 
arrays to achieve the same power level. 
For the fly-by mission, the parameters are shown in table 2. Trajectory analysis was done with MALTO, 
“Mission Analysis Low-Thrust Optimization,” a tool for low-thrust trajectory analysis and optimization, with 
relatively fast convergence for missions with gravity assists.8,13 
For the more challenging rendezvous mission, with a ∆V of approximately 2000 m/s, a higher specific impulse 
was needed. A 50-W RF-ion propulsion system was baselined. Although ion propulsion systems using Xenon 
propellant are well developed for use in space, because of the size of Xenon tanks required, Xenon propellant was 
ruled out.  A higher density propellant, Iodine14, was baselined.  Iodine has a considerably higher density, 4.9 
grams/cm3 (compared to 1.6 g/cm3 for supercritical Xe), and can be stored at low pressure without cooling, allowing 
the propellant tanks to be lighter. Use of iodine in Hall-effect thrusters has been demonstrated.  However, the use of 
iodine reduces the technology readiness to a lower TRL of 3-4, and this mission will require technology 
development and qualification.  The mission also requires that the small ion thruster can be run for a total thrust time 
of 10,000 hours, which may require additional testing and verification. 
The trajectory design assumptions are shown in table 3. 
  
Table 3: Rendezvous with 2001 GP2 
Thruster Parameters 
 Thruster: 3-cm RF Ion Thruster  
 Power to thruster = 50 W 
 Isp = 2200 s 
 Efficiency = 27% 
 Duty Cycle = 90% 
Trajectory Assumptions: 
 Constant 50 W to thruster 
 SLS Launch Date: 12/17/2017 
 4 days, 10 m/s to correct for worst-case SLS injection 
 Mission ∆V = 2088 m/s 
Spacecraft Wet Mass = 12 kg 
Total required Propellant Mass = 1.11 kg 
Total Time of Flight = 611 days 
Total Thrusting Time = 456 days 
IV. Conclusions 
An asteroid mission is possible using a cubesat platform with high-efficiency electric propulsion. 
Targeting asteroids that fly close to earth minimizes the propulsion required for flyby/rendezvous. 
• The ∆V required is still significant for a 6U cubesat: ~400 m/s flyby, ~2000 m/s rendezvous for 2001 GP2 
(2020 flyby) 
– Many flybys opportunities exist but not all have such low relative velocity to earth. 
• EM-1 places the vehicle on a trajectory C3 of 0.2 km2/s2 (using a 15 m/s burn and a lunar flyby) 
– Since the cubesat is a secondary payload on the mission, the direction of the escape trajectory cannot be 
assumed to be in the optimum direction for an asteroid mission 
– Thus, the analysis here assumed the mission is ejected from the carrier during the translunar coast, and that 
the on-board EP system adjusts the lunar fly-by trajectory to take the excess velocity (C3) down to 0. 
– In the event that the ∆V from the SLS injection is in (or near) the desired trajectory direction, it can reduce 
the above ∆Vs for asteroid flyby and rendezvous.  This was not assumed in the analysis. 
• Cubesat propulsion systems are inherently less efficient that their larger satellite counterparts due to their 
small size. About 30% propulsion efficiency for 10-100 W devices seem the best available, although work is 
ongoing on higher efficiency (70%) electrospray thrusters. 
• Due to mass constraints, high specific impulse is required for this mission. 
• Due to volume constraints, the propellant density was also of great importance to the ability to achieve the 
required ∆V.  This improves the relative usefulness of the electrospray salt, with higher propellant density. 
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• In order to minimize high pressure tanks and volatiles, the salt electrospray and iodine ion propulsion 
systems were the optimum designs for the flyby and rendezvous missions respectively combined with a thruster 
gimbal and wheel system. 
• For the candidate flyby mission, with a mission ∆V of about 400 m/s, the mission objectives could be 
accomplished with a 10 Watt PUC electrospray propulsion system, at a specific impulse of 800s, incorporating a 
propellant-less cathode and a bellows salt tank.  This propulsion system is planned for demonstration on 2015 LEO 
and 2016 GEO DARPA flights. 
• For the rendezvous mission, at a ∆V of 2000 m/s, the mission could be accomplished with a 50-W miniature 
ion propulsion system running iodine propellant.  This propellant system is not yet demonstrated in space. 
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